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The switching delay time and transition time, and threshold voltage for the onset of

switching in the amorphous semiconductor Si12 GelOAs30 Te48 have been measured under

various conditions using rectangular voltage pulses･ The results show that both the threshold

voltage and the delay time decrease, but the transition time increases with increasing tem-

perature; and that these switching properties are strongly dependent on the width and the

repetition rate of applied voltage pulses･ It is proposed that the delay time is associated with

the time required
for the formation of a丘1ament to cause switching･ and that the transition

time is associated with the transit time of a carrier
across the switching filament. All the ex･

perimental phenomena indicate clearly that the switching process is energy･contolled･

1. htroduction

Threshold switching phenomena in noncrystalline

cbalcogenide semicondutors have been extensively

studied in the past few yearsl). So far, it is generally

believed that in the bulk devices the switclling pbe･

nomena are initiated by a current-aided thermal

process or an energy･controlled process,2-5) while in

the thinfi1m devices they are caused by a charge･

controlled process･6)7) It should be noted that switch-

ing phenomena involvefi1ament formation, high-field

effect and transient transition; and the process is so

complex that a complete theoretical analysis for

ei†ber energy･controlled process or charge-controlled

process has not yet been achieved･ To distinguish

these two processes, more
experimental results are

required. It is therefore the purpose of this paper to

present some new experimental results to further

support the energy･controlled process for the tbresbold

switching in Si12 GelO As30 Te48.

2. Experimental

Tbe material used for this investigation was Sil∑
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Ge10 As30 Te48 Chalcogenide glass semiconductor sup･

plied
by Royal Radar Establishment in England, and

the sample preparation techniques were the same as

those described earlier.5)
All the devices were fabri･

cated in a sandwich configuration with molybdenum

electrodes; the thickness of the samples
being about

100 pm, the top and the bottom electrodes being,

respectively, 0･8mm2 and 20 mm2 in area･and about

1 〝m in tbickness･ Normally a slice of 6×6mm2

contains 5-16 devices, the nearest distance between

any top electrode and the edge of the slice being kept

as large as possible
to avoid surface leakage or dis-

charge.

The switching time can be divided into two

parts: namely, (a) the delay time Td
Which is defined

as the time required
for the switching forming pro-

cess to be completed and measures the interval be-

tween the instant of application of a
voltage pulse

Vb and the instant just before the transition from

the `offn state to the
"on"

state; and (b) the tran-

sition timers (Or Called "the switching time, we think

it is better to call T3 the transition time and Td+T&

the switching time to avoid confusion), which is de-
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fined as the time required for t王1e d即.ice tO SWitch

from its UOH" state to its ''onw
state. Both Td己nd T∫

were measured with a Tektronl:{ type 549 storage

cscilloscope usiflg rCCtallgular voltage pulses to cause

switching. The pulse generator provides pulses of

pulse amplitudes ranging from o to 1600 V. pulse

¶-idths ranglng from o.1 msec to 10 msec, and the

repethiDn rates ranglng from o. 1 pulse/see to 3〉く103

pulses/sec.
both the rise time and the fall time being

less than 10 IJSeC. TI〕E maximum current passing

through the device ill the ■on- state was adjusted by

varylng the currenト1imi[ing resistance conJleCted in

seTi巳S lrifh the del.ice. The typical wave form of the

Fig. 1. Oscillograms illustrating the typical wave･

form of the vol(咽e a VOltage across th巴de-

vice (upper trace) and that of th巴 Current

passirLg through the device (lower trace),
liorizo□tal; 1 msec/diy.. vertica一; 10〔I V/diy.

(upper trace) ,
2

mA/diy. (lowe=TaCe).

volage cross the device (with switchirlg action) aI】d

thaてOf the current passing through the device are

shown触,
1,

3. Reslllts aha discllSSion

The threshold switchlng Phenomena
depend on the

voltage amplitude. the width and the repetitio工1 rate

oE the applied rectangular pulses and the ambient

temperature. In tlle followir)g, we shall present and

discuss the results separately according to the de-

pendence of different parameters,

A. The e打ect of tt,mperatt]Te 071 the sI'itching

threshold voltage aha
delay tilrte.

Figure 2 shows that both t】1e threshold voltage

(V,A) and the delay time (TJ) decrease I.,it】lillCreaS-

ing temperattlre. but the threshold input poTl,er (PL,.)
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Fig. 2. The variation oL threshold voltage and delay

lime with temperature.

1D Set On SV/-itching lS Practically hdepcndent of tem-

perature. The latter phenDmenDn
is similar to that

observed u‡lder dc voltages and indicates that the

formation Of a switching丘【ament depends Only on the

input thermal energy.5) By assuming that the JoT)le

heat is generated
by the current

且ow, and then con-

ducted away to the surroundings. the ellergy balance

equation
is glVen by;

P,^T.-CD a Vf(TJ-T)+KS (TrT)Td (1)
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P,A-I,A V,A.

vh
ere

I,A is the current corresponding to Vlh at the switch-

ing threshold point; Cv and k are, respectively, the

speci丘c heat per unit volume and the thermal conduc･

tivity of the amorphous semiconductor; g and Vf are･

respectively, the density and the volume of the switch-

1ngfilament; S is the area of the interface between

the filament and its surroundings; T and Tf are, re･

spectively, the ambient temperature and the tempera-

ture of the点Iament in the uswitching-on" state. Re-

arrangip.g eq. (1), we obtaip･

Td-誰㍍
usl丑g the following values

Cv-340 Joules/kg deg･2)

k
-105 W/m2deg.2)

g -5. 5×103 kg/m32)

Tf-573 K 8)

P,A- 100 mW

d
-100 FLm (Sample thickness)

and assllmlng S-27Trd and Vf-n:r2d, where r is the

t･adius of the fi1ament; we have computed Td aS a

function of T based on eq. (3), to fit the experimen-

tal data by adjusting the value of r as shown infig･

2. From this curve fitting, r has been estimated to be

ト2/皿Wbicb is close to that estimated by Coward･9)

It is obvious that as temperature increases, I,A

increases; so V,A must decrease to maintain a con-

stant P,A, At 120oC the device is easily changed from

its uswitching･on" state to a omemory" state. Once

it is in its memory state, it is di氏cult to erase it at

the same temperature. Normally, it requlreS a Sharp

pulse of amplitude higher than V,A and of polarity

Opposite to that causlng Switching, to erase it. After

erasing, the V,A-T curve when lowering the temper･

ature follows closely that when increasing temperature

except for temperatures lower than 40oC as shown

in丘g. 2. The lowering of the V,A (see the dash ctuvc

in丘g. 2) at T<40oC may becaused by thefactthat

the ratio of the concentration of crystalline domains

to that of amorphous domains, because of previous

毛witching cycles at higher temperature, is much

larger than that before the device had been subjected

暮o 120oC.
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B. The effect of pulse repetition rate on the

switching threshould voltage arLd delay time･

Figure 3 shows the tbresbold voltage as a func･

tion of pulse repetition rate for various pulse widths･

At low repetition rates, such as those lower than 100

pulses/see, V,A is practically independent. of repetition

rate, but decreases with increaslng pulse widtb･
At

repetition rates higher than 100 pulses/see, V,A de-

creases with increaslng repetition rate and tends to

approach its dc value, if the repetition rate continues

to increase. Furthermore, with pulse widths
larger

than 2msec the value of V,A is very close to its dc
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Fig. 3. The variation of threshold voltagewith pulse

repetitio血rate at 20oC･
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Fig. 4. The variation of delay time with pulse

repetition rate at 20oC. (a) pulse width: 2

msec, pulse amplitude: 600V, (b) pulse

width: 2 msec, pulse amplitude: 700V, (c)

pulse width: 1 msec, pulse amplitude: 700V･
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valuet irrespective of the repetition rate. The delay

time is strongly dependent on the amplitude and the

width of applied p111ses. At low repetition rates, such

as those lower than 50 pulses/see, Td is practically

independent of repetition rate; while at repetition

rates higher than 50 pulses/see, Td gradually decreases

with increaslng repetition rate as shown in丘g. 4.

By assumlng that the cllrrent is space･cbarge

limited and proportional to the square of applied vol-

tage,5) the input power would then be proportional to

the cube of applied voltage. If the丘rst term is much

larger than the second term in eq. (1), we can write

V,A ∝ Td~1′3 (4)

When the applied voltage is much larger than the dc

value of V,A, the experimental results
are in good

agreement with eq.(4), but when the applied voltage

is close to the dc value of V,A, Td becomes scatterlng

as shown in丘g. 5 indicating that the thermal process

depends greatly on the pre-history of switching oper-

ations.

~0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Rever5e Cubic Rootof Delay Time (Secll/3)

Fig. 5. Threshold voltage as a function of delay time.

For the device con丘guratioll used in the present

investlgation, the time constant of i)over dissipation

is of the order of
1 msec at the theshold input power

level･ When the i叩ut power and hence the amplitude

of applied pulses increase, the time constant of power

dissipation increases, thus causing a decrease in rd>

It isalso posible that the heat-energy piled-up effect

becomes very important when the mark-to-space ratio

(or the pulse repetition rate) become large. This exI

plains why both the threshold voltage and the delay

time decrease with increaslng repetition rate for

repetition rates higIler than a certain critical value

as shown in丘g. 3 and 4.

C. The effect of dc bias orL the pulse switching

threshold voltage

The dc bias voltage causes a decrease in pulse

switching tbresbold voltage if both are in the same

polarity, and vice versa as shown in丘g. 6. For the

dc bias voltage larger than 200 V in negative polarity

DC B;as VoLtage (V)

Fig. 6. The ~effect
of dc bias voltage

on the pulse

switcbing tbresbold voltage.

(same polarity
as that of the applied pulses), the

pulse tbresbold voltage drops very rapidly with in･

creasing dc bias voltage. A similar phenomenonalso

occurs when the dc bias voltage
are in positive pol-

arity (opposite to that of the applied pulses) and

su缶ciently high, and in
･this

case the pulse threshold

voltage drops much more abruptly･ The dc values of

VIA are, respectively, 420 V and 440 Vfor devices

No. 22and No. 24. This experiment shows clearly
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that the heating effect due to dc bias becomes slgnl･

ficant only when the dc voltage are higher than a cer･

tain critical value at which suBicient heat can be

produced to affect the subsequent formation of the

switcbing丘1ament.

D. The effect of temperature on the switching

transitioTL time.

In contrast to the delay time, the transition time,

で, lnCreaSeSwith
increaslng temperature aS Shown in

fig. 7.で. is practically independent of thewidth and

o

ALob.e爪6･OTemP8e?ah,elOO(oc,120
Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of transition time.

the repetition rate of applied pulses provided that

these pulse parameters do not produce a serious heat-

energy piled-up effect･ It is found that when the heat-

energy piled-up effect becomes important, such as that

caused by the excess bigb pulse amplitude or the high

pulse repetition rate,丁∫ may also be increased possibly

due to the excess bigb temperatllre in the switching

filament. At the ambient temperature of 22oC, T. is

of the order of lO~7-10~8 see for the sample thick-

ness of lOO〝m. This value agrees well with the ex･

perimental value of 10-10 see for 1 jim thin丘Ims,10)ll)

andwith the theoretical value of the time lag for

thermal breakdown in amorphous semiconductors.2)

As I, Increases With increasing Sample thickness and

with increasing ambient temperature (because VIh de･
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creases with increasing temperature) , it is likely that

T, is associated with the transit time of a carrier

across the switching丘Iament and may thus be related

to the carrier mobility. On the basis of this model the

carrier mobility has been estimated
to be about 1

cm2/V see.

E. The eqect of p111sewidth
oA the input eTLergy

for the trarLSfer from the `switching-on"

state to the "memory" state.

After the device has been switched on, a further

increase in lnput energy Will cause many clustersI

contaiming a highconcentration of Te to devitrify to

crystalline domains.
5)

Such crystalline domains may

then join together to form a new bigb conductivity

polycrystalline丘1ament, and the memory state sets in.

Figure 8 shows that the input energy for such a trans-

fer process depends on the applied pulse width. It

can be seen that for short pulse widths, such as those

Shorter than 3 msec, the Jollle lleating depends om

2 ∠. 6 8 1 0･

Pulse Width (mS)

Fig. 8. Minimum input energy for the transfer from

`switching･onカstate to #memory" state as at

function of pulse width.

the input power, while
for long pulse widths, such as°

those longer than 3 msec, the Joule heating dependsA

on the input energy because of the heat･energy piled･

up effect. This phnomenon
is a clear indication of

the energy-controlled process･12)

4. CoTLClusions

On the basis of the above expermental results we

can draw the followlng COnClusions.

(a) The pulse tbresbold voltage
depends on ten-
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perature, dc bias, the width and the repetition rate of

applied rectangular pulses･

(b) The switching delay time decreases with in･

{reaisng temperature and depends on the amplittlde,

the width and the repetition rate of applied rectan･

gular pulses･
This delay time is associated with the

time required for the formation of a丘Iament
to cause

switching.

(c) The switching transition time increases with

increasing temperature and is practically independent

of the width and the repetition rate of applied rectan･

gular pulses･
This transition time is associted with

the transit time of a carrier across the switching

名Iament.

(d) All the observed phenomenainour experi-

ment support the theory that the switching process is

energy-controlled.
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